Abstract. In a recent paper, Curtiss and Powers claim to have shown that the phase shift: 71, for the case when the effective potential presents three turning points, contains m the classical limit a contribution from the classically inaccessible potential well between the inner two tuming points, but is independent of the form of the barrier between the outer two turning points. It is shown that what Curtiss and Powers calculated is the semi-classical form of the average of 71 over a small range of energies. If the correct semi-classical i s used, the contribution of classically inaccessible regions to the averages of observable quantities such as cross sections vanishes in the classical limit, as one would expect.
Introduction
When a particle of mass m and energy E moves in a spherically symmetric potential y(r), the scattering phase shift -ql of the Zth partial wave depends on the effective potential fi2Z(Z+l) 2mr2 *
U(r) = V(r)+
If V(r) is attractive and sufficiently strong, the effective potential takes the form of a well near the origin, separated from the outside by a centrifugal barrier; if, in addition, E is less than the barrier maximum, then there are three 'turning points' (zeros of l -U ( r ) ) at rl > r2 > r3 (see figures 1 and 3).
Under these circumstances the equivalent classical problem with angular momentum *O completely independent solutions, the bound states for r3 < T Q r2 and the Scattering states for rI < r 4 CO. In quantum mechanics there are no bound states of Positive energy; instead, there are 'metastable states' for certain energy ranges, where the particle is much more likely to be in unit volume inside the well than in unit volume outside (see Merzbacher 1961) . Under semi-classical conditions, when fi becomes very
A& L remains constant, the properties of the system, in particuiar the phase shiftsj should change, in accordance with the correspondence principle, from their quantum to their classical forms.
and Powers (1964) have derived an expression for the semi-classical phase shifts, Using a formalism based on the density of states. Their formula contains just m o t e m , one from the scattering region rl < T < CO and one from the potential well '3 6 rz. Barker and Johnson (1965) point out that, according to this result, the cOntrhtion to the phase shift from &e inner region is independent of the height and "pe of the barrier separating it from the outside. They examine the special case of a 'qWe-Well potential (for which the exact solution is known), and point out that Curtiss and powers omitted to include in their calculations the effect of the density of the bound states which exist in the classical limit.
In this paper we use the WKB method to calculate the form of T~ under semi.
classical conditions for a general potential V(r); the calculation is Werent according as V is continuous or disconthous, the latter case including the example of Barker a d Johnson. Our result is that T~ increases sharply>by 7i at certain energies E,, and that its average value, taken over a range of energy, is the expression found by Curtis and Powers. The average values of measurable quantities, however, contain in the classid limit no contributions from classically inaccessible regions ; this result is physically obvious. E will be considered to be well below the barrier top ; the complicated phenomena which arise when E is near the barrier maximum (SO that this can be considered as parabolic) have been examined in great detail .
Calculation of the phase shift: continuous potential
In radial problems the boundary condition on the reduced radial wave function is that it is zero at the origin. It is not legitimate to satisfy this condition with the ordin. ary WKB solutions, since these are not valid near the origin where U(r) varies rapidly. This approximation fails at the turning points rl, r2 and r3 (figure I), and to keep tra' of the asymptotic form of a particular solution it is necessary to use a connection formula. In its most general form, required for this problem, the formula (See Lag? 1937) states that there exists an exact solution of the radial equation whose asPPtotlC forms on either side of a turning point r,, are
The trigonometric expression applies in the region E > U' , the exponential expression applies where E < U', and B determines the particular solution involved.
We build up the wave function by starting with the region 0 < r < r3 (region A).
accordance with the boundary condition, $ must decrease exponentially into A
away from r3, that is, it must take the form
where A is a constant. In formula (2) B must be zero, so that the wave function in
If we define the phase integral for the well as TO connect this into region C (r2 < r < r,) we must take P = -(+-&) in ( tan Q = -a e-2y cot(+-*) e-27 cos2(+ -t.1 + 4 e27 sin2(+ -&I.
implies that
The phase shift 7, is defined by requiring that the wave function very far from origin takes the form 
Interpretation of t h e result
The expression (8) consists of two terms, whose variations with energy are sketched in figure 2 (we adopt the convention that the phase shift is a continuous function of Energy E - energy). The first term v L ( O ) is the usual semi-classical phase shift, derived by ignom% the inner region; it is a smooth function of energy. The second term a is the moddimtion produced by the well and barrier. For most values of E the e-2y factoi ensum rhar a is aimosr an integrai muiupie of n-; under hese condirions <ne scaireriiig the potential, which depends on exp(i7,) sin T i and not on the absolute value of 713 is not affected by the inner region.
Resonances of tan a occur when E passes through one of the semi-classical posiuVe energy levels En of the well; these are the zeros of sin(+-b). Near such an energ, the approximate form of tan a is where expression is very easy to interpret: r, is a level width equal to ti times U , the disintegration probability per unit time for the metastable state n. o is the quotient of the barrier penetration probability e-2y and the time 2ti( a+/aE) between successive impacts on the barrier of a particle moving classically inside the well. Near E,, the contribution to the scattering amplitude from the Zth partial wave shows typical resonance behaviour (see Messiah 1961) of the form e~p(2iq,'~))3I',
In order to observe these resonances it would be necessary to choose conditions w~c h , while still semi-classical (in the sense that the expression (8) for the phase shift is qualitatively correct), are nevertheless rather far from the classical limit. There are WO reasons for this. First, conditions must be such that only a few partial waves contribute to the scattering, otherwise the effect of the one undergoing resonance will be swamped by the others. Second, in all actual experiments the incident particle energy E is not precisely defined; it is essential that its spread does not exceed the separation of the resonances, and this is proportional to A, vanishing in the classical limit (the width I ' decreases much faster, being proportional to ti exp( -c/h)).
If we wish to calculate the classical limit of a quantity involving the phase shift, we must average over a small range of energy, which is, however, large enough to include many resonances. In the special case of the phase shift itself, we have (denoting energy averages by bars) 
E(E) = #(E).
Inserting this in (1 1) and using (4, we get 
+f (qe) where The summation is over AL/h partial waves, where AL is the range of classical angular momenta for which the effective potential U' presents three turning points at the energy E ; tan a is given by (6). Near the classical limit, the separation of resonances for each partial wave is bh where b is a slowly varying classical function depending on the form of the well. The total number of resonances contributing to the integral (13) is approximately ALAE/M2. It is obvious from (10) that the maximum contribution of each resonance to (14) For T~ he uses the expression that we have found to be the average phase shift 71, by (12). The SLZI is the= rep!zced hy ZE htegrd plijs Eder-Mdaurin correction terms, and the result includes substantial contribution from the effective potential wll. However, if the correct value (8) is used in @l), the same arguments apply as in case of the dierentid scattering cross section : the resonances are so narrow that heu contributions to JEE+AEQ(l)dE vanish in the classical limit, and the average cross secQon then involves no contributions from the well.
Calculation of the phase shift: discontinuous potential
The example given by Barker and Johnson of a square-well potential is a special case of the situation where V(r) is quasi-classical except for one discontinuom P d the vertical outer wall of the well. The effective potential U(r) then takes the form =e except that the quasi-classical expressions for the wave functions are valid right up to &e discontinuity 7 2 , and are connected across it by joining slope and value there.
Separation. r -c Figure 3 . Effective potential; one discontinuity.
In region B, then, the wave function is given by (3), and in region D by (5). (5) this is j u t the condition for a semi-classical energy level in a well with one fhite vertical side. The width of the resonance at E, is which has the same interpretation as (9), since the penetration probability of a barrier with. the shape shown in figure 3 is 4e -2yK2 /kl
In the example of Barker and Johnson,
The integrals involved in the functions ? l l ( 0 ) , 4 and y are all easily evaluated, and the final expression for ql from (15) is identical with equation (17) of their paper except for a factor Q which they have omitted (some of the asymptotic expressions for Bessel functions of large order are also erroneously printed in their paper).
Conclusions
The phase shift, then, in the presence of three turning points is a function which increases sharply by w at certain energies E,. This increase is a resonance phenomenon caused by metastable states in the potential well, and its sharpness depends on the form of the barrier. The average value of the phase shift is a smooth function which is independent of the form of the barrier. Measurable quantities, such as cross sections, exhibit resonance behaviour at the energies E,,, but their average values are smooth functions of energy which, in the classical limit, do not involve contributions from the well 2nd barrier. For this problem the classical solution is the limit, not simply of the appropriate solution of Schrodinger's equation, but of an average over a suitably chosen set of such solutions. This situation arises in all except the very simplest applications of the correspondence principle (in Ford and %'heeler (1959) many cases of scattering are e x b e d where the averaging is taken over the angle of observation 6').
